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Abstract
Kobuviruses are small non-enveloped RNA viruses that probably cause diarrhea in cattle and swine. Since its discovery in 
2003, few studies have addressed bovine kobuvirus (BKoV; a species of Aichivirus B) infections. BKoV has been reported 
in Europe, Asia, and South America, suggesting a worldwide distribution. To investigate the presence of BKoV in Egypt, 36 
fecal specimens from diarrheic calves in two different Egyptian provinces (Cairo and Sharkia) were screened by RT-PCR and 
24 (66.7%) were found positive for BKoV. RNA from one of the positive samples (BKoV/Egy-1/KY407744) was subjected 
to next-generation sequencing to determine the complete BKoV genome sequence. When compared to the only recorded 
BKoV genome sequence (BKoV/U-1/AB084788), the studied strain showed 94 amino acid (aa) substitutions through its 
entire polyprotein (2463 aa), one nucleotide (nt) insertion and one nt deletion in the 2B gene and 4-nt deletions in the UTRs 
(2 each). Additionally, five VP1 and seven 3D sequences were obtained from other samples by using RT-PCR and Sanger 
sequencing. A discrepancy in the phylogenetic topography of VP1 and 3D was observed, where the Egyptian VP1 sequences 
were classified as a distinct cluster within the proposed lineage 1 (genotype A), which also contained strains from the UK, 
Brazil, and Japan. While, the 3D sequences from Cairo were related to those of Chinese strains unlike Sharkia ones that were 
more closer to Korean  strains. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first detection and genomic characterization of BKoV 
in Egypt or indeed Africa.

Introduction

As a taxonomically classifiable member of the family 
Picornaviridae, kobuviruses are small, non-enveloped, and 
positive-sense single-stranded RNA viruses. Their genome 
consists of a single open reading frame (ORF) that encodes 
a large polyprotein [1]. After translation, the protein precur-
sor is proteolytically processed into several structural and 
non-structural proteins. With a total size of 8.2–8.4 kb, the 
kobuvirus genome is organized sequentially as follows: VPg, 
5′UTR, leader protein (L), three structural proteins (VP0, 
VP3, and VP1), seven non-structural proteins (2A–2C and 
3A–3D), 3′UTR, and poly(A) tail [2]. The 3D gene encodes 
for the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Accord-
ing to the function of the encoded proteins, the kobuvirus 
genome can be arranged into three distinct regions, namely 
P1 (encoding structural capsid proteins), P2, and P3 (encod-
ing non-structural proteins) [3].

Initially, kobuviruses included Aichivirus (AiV), 
bovine kobuvirus (BKoV), and porcine kobuvirus 
(PKoV) based on the hosts infected e.g. humans, cattle, 
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and swine, respectively. Later, the genus Kobuvirus was 
divided into three species; Aichivirus A, B and C (with 
strains abbreviated to AiV A, B, and C). AiV A includes 
human AiV and kobuviruses of dogs, cats, and mice. AiV 
B includes bovine, ovine, and ferret kobuviruses while 
AiV C includes only PKoV [4]. Kobuviruses have also 
been detected in black goats, rabbits, European roller, and 
bats (http://www.picor navir idae.com/). Based on VP1 
sequence analysis, human AiV strains have been divided 
into three major lineages (1, 2, and 3) with nucleotide (nt) 
sequence identities < 84.8%. These three lineages were 
later renamed as genotypes A, B, and C [5]. Recently, 
Chang et al. [6] proposed four genotypes (A, B, C, and 
D) of BKoV-VP1 strains based on 85.1% nt identity as a 
recommended cutoff value for genotyping.

In 1989, AiV was linked to gastroenteritis outbreaks 
in the Aichi Prefecture of Japan after being isolated from 
stools of patients who consumed raw oysters [7]. Later, 
the virus was classified as a member of the family Picor-
naviridae [8]. PKoV was first detected in domestic pigs 
in Hungary in 2008 [9]. In 2003, BKoV/U-1/AB084788 
was identified in Japan as a cytopathic contaminant of 
HeLa cells, which have been used around the world for 
more than 30 years. Subsequently, the virus was detected 
in serum and fecal samples of apparently healthy animals 
[10] and has been reported from Europe, Asia, and South 
America [11].

Kobuviruses are implicated in gastroenteritis of animals 
and humans. However, their role in the pathogenesis of 
clinical diarrhea is still unclear because they have been 
detected in both healthy and diarrheic animals. Most cases 
of diarrhea are not routinely tested for kobuvirus and hence 
the full impact of this virus has not been accurately deter-
mined. As a newly recognized virus, GenBank contains 
just a single BKoV complete genome. In this study, we 
report BKoV infections among cattle populations of Egypt, 
the full-length genome of one Egyptian strain (BKoV/
Egy-1/ KY407744) as well as the phylogenetic analysis 
of BKoV strains from Cairo and Sharkia provinces.

Materials and methods

Samples and RNA extraction

Massive outbreaks of calf diarrhea were reported from the 
Sharkia and Cairo provinces of Egypt in late 2014 and early 
2015. Clinically, calves (ages 2 weeks to 10 months) had 
severe diarrhea, fever, weakness, and dehydration. A total 
of 36 diarrheic fecal specimens were collected aseptically 
and transferred to the diagnostic laboratory. The total RNA 
was extracted from supernatants of 20% fecal homogenates 
using Blood/Liquid Sample Total RNA Rapid Extraction Kit 
(Bioteke Corporation, Beijing, China) and stored at -80 °C.

Screening of samples using reverse 
transcription‑polymerase chain reaction (RT‑PCR)

The RNA samples (n = 36) were subjected to RT-PCR 
for the detection of BKoV using degenerate primers 
(Univ-Kobu-F and Univ-Kobu-R), which amplify a con-
served region in the 3D (RdRp) gene of all kobuviruses 
[12] (Table 1). The PCR reaction was performed using one 
step RT-PCR kit (TaKaRa PrimeScript OneStep RT-PCR kit 
Ver.2 Dye Plus; Cat. #. RR057A, TaKaRa Bio Inc, Japan). 
Briefly, each mixture contained 2 μl of one-step enzyme 
mix, 25 μl of one-step buffer, 1 μl (20 μM) each of upstream 
and downstream primers, 2 μl of test RNA and 19 μl of 
RNase-free water. The 50 μl-reaction mix was incubated in 
the thermocycler at 50 °C for 30 min for reverse transcrip-
tion and at 95 °C for 15 min for initial denaturation. Then, 
35 cycles of amplification (denaturation at 94 °C for 1 min, 
annealing at 50 °C for 30 sec and elongation at 72 °C for 
1 min) were applied followed by a step of final extension at 
72 °C for 10 min. Part of the amplified PCR products (8 μl) 
were analyzed by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and ultra-
violet illumination. To detect infection with bovine rotavirus 
(BRV), bovine coronavirus (BCV), and bovine viral diarrhea 
virus (BVDV), RT-PCR was carried out using specific prim-
ers for these respective viruses (data not shown).

Table 1  Oligonucleotide 
primers used in this study

Primer name Primer sequence (5′-3′) Amplicon 
size (bp)

Target gene/s Reference

Univ-Kobu-F TGG AYT ACA AGR ATG TTT TGA TGC 216 3D [12]
Univ-Kobu-R TGT TGT TRA TGA TGG TGT TGA 
BKoV-3D-F GTC TCG AGC CTG GAA CCA AA 1032 3D This study
BKoV-3D-R GAC GCT GGT CAT CTG GAA CA
BKoV-VP1-F TCC AAC TCC TTY TCT GTY CGG 890 VP1 This study
BKoV-VP1-R GAG CAG AGA CAG GGT TGG AA
BKoV-2BC-F ACC GTG TCT CAA GAT CCA TT  844 2B and 2C This study
BKoV-2BC-R GGC CCA TAC AGG TAA ATC AC

http://www.picornaviridae.com/
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Next‑generation sequencing (Illumina sequencing)

A 20-μl aliquot of one RNA sample from Sharkia province 
(namely; BKoV/Egy-1) was selected for the next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) using the Illumina platform to obtain 
the complete genome of BKoV. The NGS workflow was 
performed at the University of Minnesota Genomic Center 
(UMGC). For quality control purposes, the total RNA was 
quantified using RiboGreen fluorometry and checked for 
purity. The library was created using Illumina’s Truseq RNA 
sample preparation kit (RS-122-2001). The flow cell was 
loaded on an Illumina MiSeq and sequenced by 250 cycles 
paired-end reads sequencing.

Primer design, RNA retesting by RT‑PCR, and Sanger 
sequencing of partial 3D, VP1, and 2BC regions

Based on the complete genome of BKoV/Egy-1, three 
primer sets were designed to partially span the 3D, VP1, 
and 2BC regions (Table 1). Two primer pairs were used to 
retest some of the study samples by RT-PCR to analyze the 
molecular phylogenetics of the 3D and VP1 genes. The last 
primer pair partially covered the 2BC region to confirm the 
specific mutations (one insertion and one deletion) observed 
in the 2B gene of BKoV/Egy-1 and to search for them in 
other study samples. The reaction mixtures and PCR thermal 
profiles were the same as above except for the annealing 
step that was performed at 50 °C for 1 min. After electro-
phoresis in a 1% agarose gel, products of expected sizes 
were visualized under a UV transilluminator. Amplicons 
for partial regions of 3D (n = 7), VP1 (n = 5) and 2BC 
(n = 4) were purified using QIAquick PCR purification kit 
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). The purified DNA was sent 
to the UMGC for Sanger sequencing of the three regions in 
both directions (using the same forward and reverse primers 
used in RT-PCR).

Sequence and phylogenetic analysis

The NGS reads were trimmed to remove adaptor sequences 
followed by testing for sequence quality. The host sequences 
were removed and the remaining reads were assembled into 
contigs (minimum length = 500 nt) using de novo default 
settings in the CLC Genomic Workbench 6.0 software 
(http://www.clcbi o.com/produ cts/clc-genom ics-workb 
ench/). To determine viral sequences in the sample, extracted 
contigs were subjected to BLASTn analysis against NCBI 
databases (cutoff E value = 0.001). The ORF finder tool of 
NCBI (https ://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffi nder/) was used to 
find ORFs. To determine the completeness of the genome 
and to predict structural and non-structural proteins, nt and 
amino acid (aa) sequences were aligned with reference 

kobuviruses. The alignments and phylograms were made 
using MEGA 6.0 software [13].

The Sanger sequences of partially-amplified genes were 
imported to Sequencher software version 5.1 (http://genec 
odes.com/) for evaluating chromatograms, trimming of 
poor quality nucleotides, alignment of forward and reverse 
reads, and generation of final contigs. The partial 3D, VP1, 
and 2BC sequences were compared to previously reported 
ones by using the MEGA 6.0 software [13]. Sequences were 
edited and aligned using the Clustal-W method followed by 
constructing neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees using the 
Kimura 2-substitution model with a bootstrap value of 1000 
replicates. The nt and aa identities were calculated using the 
p-distance method. Deduced aa analysis was performed on 
VP1 sequences to spot possible substitutions.

GenBank accession

Study sequences were submitted to GenBank under the fol-
lowing accession numbers: KY407744 for the complete 
genome of BKoV/Egy-1, and KY260608-KY260611, 
KY260612-KY260618, and KY260619-KY260623 for the 
partial 2BC, 3D, and VP1 regions, respectively.

Results

RT‑PCR detection of BKoV in diarrheic fecal 
materials

Of the 36 fecal samples tested, 24 (66.7%) were positive 
for BKoV-RNA (95% CI: 49.03% to 81.44%). The rates of 
kobuvirus detection in the Cairo and Sharkia provinces were 
75% and 60%, respectively. The infection rate was the high-
est in young calves and decreased with age; being 82.6% 
(19/23) for calves ≤ one-month-old and 38.5% (5/13) for 
older calves. Some samples (25%) were positive for BRV 
without showing BKoV infection. All samples were negative 
for BCV and BVDV. Based on RNA quality, one BKoV-
positive sample (BKoV/Egy-1/ KY407744) was selected for 
Illumina sequencing.

Sequence analysis of the BKoV complete genome

The full genome sequence of BKoV/Egy-1/ KY407744 was 
obtained by Illumina MiSeq. The resulting genome, exclud-
ing the poly A tail, was 8319 nt in length and contained a 
single ORF encoding a polyprotein of 2463 aa, which started 
with a methionine (AUG) initiation codon (756-758). It was 
organized as a 5′UTR of 755 nt, a 7392 nt ORF (756-8147), 
and a 3′UTR of 172 nt.

BKoV/Egy-1/KY407744 starts with a leader (L) protein 
of 561 nt (187 aa). The genomic organization and potential 

http://www.clcbio.com/products/clc-genomics-workbench/
http://www.clcbio.com/products/clc-genomics-workbench/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffinder/
http://genecodes.com/
http://genecodes.com/
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polyprotein cleavage sites were verified by using several 
NCBI tools. The cleavage sites Q/C (1044/1045) and Q/G 
(1678/1679) were predicted to separate P1 from the P2 
region and P2 from P3 region, respectively (Table 2). The 
polyprotein of BKoV/Egy-1/ KY407744 aligned well with 
that of BKoV/U-1/AB084788, including the highly con-
served 1474GPPGTGKS1481 motif in the nt binding domain 
of the putative picornavirus helicase, within the 2C protein 
and the 2154KDELR2158, 2322YGDD2325 and 2371FLKR2374 
motifs in the RdRp protein. A phylogenetic analysis, based 
on the complete coding region, clustered the BKoV/Egy-1/ 
KY407744 with other members of Aichivirus B (Fig. S1).

The maximum comparative sequence identity for BKoV/
Egy-1/ KY407744 was observed following comparisons 
with BKoV/U-1/AB084788 (89.5% at the nt level and 
96.3% at the aa level) and then with sheep kobuvirus/TB3/
GU245693 (81.5% at the nt level and 86.2% at the aa level). 
In comparison to BKoV/U-1/AB084788, the P1 region (cap-
sid proteins) was less conserved (86.8% at the nt level and 
96.4% at the aa level) with the VP1 gene being highly variant 
(sharing only 85.9% nt and 95.5% aa identities) among the 
three structural proteins. VP3 had the least variation; shar-
ing 87.9% nt and 96.9% aa identities. The P3 region (3A-3D 
non-structural proteins) showed the highest identity (92.9% 
at the nt level and 98.2% at the aa level) followed by the 
P2 region (non-structural proteins (2A-2C), which showed 

identities of 89.6% at the nt level and 96.4% at the aa level 
(Fig. 1). Collectively, in relation to BKoV/U-1/AB084788, 
BKoV/Egy-1/ KY407744 showed total nt and aa substitu-
tions of 852 and 94, respectively through its entire genome 
(Table S1).

The 5′UTR of BKoV/Egy-1/ KY407744 was 755 nt in 
length (53 nt shorter than that of BKoV/U-1/AB084788 with 
91.4% nt identity). As many as 51 nt were missing due to 
unresolved sequencing of the 5′-terminus. The lengths of 
the pyrimidine tract (Y), spacer sequence (X), and AUG 
initiation codon were expressed as a formula  (Y7-X37-AUG) 
with two deletions being present (A307 and C706). Five 
AUG codons were detected in the 5′UTR as well as the AUG 
initiation codon (756-758). The 3′UTR was 172-nt long 
(2-nt deletions; T8337 and T8338) and had 94.8% nt iden-
tity when compared to the reference sequence BKoV/U-1/
AB084788.

Sequence and phylogenetic analysis of partial 3D, 
VP1, and 2BC regions

The partial 3D sequences from seven BKoV strains were 
highly conserved (overall identities of 93.7-99.9% at the 
nt level and 98.5-100% at the aa level). Based on phylo-
genetic analysis of 35 GenBank reference strains, BKoV 
sequences from Cairo (n = 5) clustered with Chinese strains 

Table 2  Predicted polyproteins 
in the BKoV/Egy-1/KY407744 
complete genome

1 The P1 region encodes for VP0, VP3 and VP1 proteins, the P2 encodes for 2A-2C proteins while the P3 
region encodes for 3A-3D proteins
2 Q for glutamine, G for glycine, H for histidine, A for alanine, C for cysteine, S for serine
3 The end of the 3D protein (8145-8147) is the TGA stop codon

Regions1 Nucleotide sequence Amino acid sequence Predicted 
cleavage 
 site2

Start End Size Start End Size

5′UTR 1 755 755
L 756 1316 561 1 187 187
VP0 1317 2417 1101 188 554 367 Q/G
VP3 2418 3086 669 555 777 223 Q/H
VP1 3087 3887 801 778 1044 267 Q/A
P1 1317 3887 2571 188 1044 857
2A 3888 4289 402 1045 1178 134 Q/C
2B 4290 4784 495 1179 1343 165 Q/G
2C 4785 5789 1005 1344 1678 335 Q/G
P2 3888 5789 1902 1045 1678 634
3A 5790 6071 282 1679 1772 94 Q/G
3B 6072 6161 90 1773 1802 30 Q/A
3C 6162 6737 576 1803 1994 192 Q/A
3D 6738 8144 1407 1995 2463 469 Q/S
P3 5790 81443 2355 1679 2463 785
3′UTR 8148 8319 172
Total 1 8319 8319 1 2463 2463
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from Xinjiang territory while those from Sharkia (n = 2) 
aligned with Korean strains. Cairo and Sharkia strains were 
obviously separated (Fig. 2). Between each other, the par-
tial VP1 sequences identified in this study (n = 5) showed 
94.3-99.6% nt and 98.9-100% aa identities. Closely related 
reference BKoV-VP1 strains were included in the phyloge-
netic analysis and all study sequences belonged to lineage 1 
(genotype A), which contains strains from Brazil, Scotland 
(UK) and Japan (Fig. 3). The VP1 sequences from Sharkia 
(EGY-1, Sharkia-5 and Sharkia-6) and Cairo (Cairo-1, -4, 
and -7) clustered phylogenetically in lineage 1 but were fur-
ther distinguishable into two subclades (Fig. 3). On con-
trast, the separation of the two Sharkia-Cairo subclades was 
more profound following analysis of the 3D gene, where the 
Sharkia and Cairo strains did not cluster with a significant 
bootstrap value in the phylogenetic tree.

Furthermore, a deduced aa analysis of 101 BKoV-VP1 
sequences revealed that the study strain had six residue sub-
stitutions. All study strains had an aa substitution of  A258 
to  S258. In addition, Cairo strains (BKoV-1, BKoV-4 and 
BKoV-7) had a unique aa change at position 70  (V70 to  I70). 
Sharkia strains (BKoV-5 and BKoV-6) and BKoV/Egy-1/
KY407744 had two aa substitutions  T207 to  A207 and  I248 to 
 V248. Except for BKoV-7, all study strains showed a residue 
change of  A259 to  V259. BKoV-7 strain had one aa exchange 
from  A260 to  T260.

Four sequences representing the 2BC region shared 92.1-
100% and 98.1-100% nt and aa identities, respectively. When 
compared to the reference BKoV/U-1/AB084788 sequence, 
all sequences had one insertion (G4718) and one deletion 
(C4726) in the 2B gene, which were also seen in BKoV/
Egy-1/ KY407744.

Discussion

Classifiable members of the family Picornaviridae are 
known to cause a wide range of important diseases in 
humans and animals. Two picornaviruses have been reported 
in Egyptian farm animals; the endemic foot and mouth dis-
ease virus [14] and the recently recognized bovine entero-
virus [15]. Neonatal calf diarrhea (NCD) results in huge 
economic losses in both beef and dairy industries in Egypt. 
Recent studies have described the presence of different 
enteric viruses in Egyptian cattle herds [15, 16] and have 
raised questions about their actual contribution to NCD.

Kobuviruses have been incriminated in animal and human 
cases of gastroenteritis. They are transmitted through the 
fecal-oral route either directly from one animal to another 
or indirectly by consumption of contaminated food or water 
[4]. The present study reports, for the first time, the existence 
of BKoV (species Aichivirus B) in Egypt, in cattle showing 
clinical features of calf diarrhea. Using generic kobuvirus 
primers, 24 of 36 (66.7%) diarrheic fecal samples tested 
positive for BKoV. These results are somewhat different 
from those reported in prior surveys. For example, kobuvirus 
was detected in 16.7% of healthy cattle in Japan [10], 8.3% 
of diarrheic cattle in Thailand [17], and 18.2% of diarrheic 
cattle in Brazil [18, 19]. In other countries, the prevalence 
has been described as follows: 6.25% in Hungary [12], 1% 
in Belgium [20], 25.8 -34.6% in Korea [21, 22], 77.8% in 
the Netherlands [23], 4.9% in Italy [11], and 34.9% in China 
[6]. The highest rates of BKoV have been observed in Egypt 
(66.7% in this study) and the Netherlands (77.8) possibly 
due to the smaller sample size tested in these two studies 
(n = 36 and n = 9, respectively). Extensive epidemiologic 
surveillance should be planned to determine the endemicity 
of BKoV in Egypt.

The genome sequence we characterized (BKoV/Egy-1/
KY407744) was compared to that of BKoV/U-1/AB084788, 
which, to date, is the only available BKoV complete genome 

Fig. 1  The percentage nucleo-
tide and amino acid identities 
between the studied strain 
(BKoV/Egy-1/KY407744) and 
the reference strain (BKoV/U-1/
AB084788)
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sequence. The VP1 gene was highly divergent while the 3D 
gene was highly conserved (Fig. 1). The study strain had 
one nt insertion (G4718) and one nt deletion (C4726) in the 
2B region and Sanger sequencing confirmed the presence of 

this insertion/deletion in BKoV/Egy-1/KY407744 as well as 
in four other study strains. The insertion-deletion resulted 
in three successive aa substitutions (L1304A, R1305S, and 
T1306H). Variant PKoV strains frequently express deletions 
in their 2B genes. The significance of these mutations is not 
yet known. It has been assumed that the 2B protein has mul-
tiple functions in different picornaviruses [24]. However, the 
2B gene may not be responsible for kobuvirus pathogenesis 
[25].

Fig. 2  A neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree representing the relation-
ship between the detected BKoV-3D sequences and reference strains. 
Bootstrap values (> 50%) are shown above the branches. The study 
sequences are indicated by solid circles. BKoV, bovine kobuvirus; 
PKoV, porcine kobuvirus

◂

Fig. 3  A neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of Egyptian VP1 
sequences (801 bp) including representative BKoV-VP1 reference 
strains. Bootstrap values (> 50%) are shown above the branches. The 

study sequences are indicated by solid circles. BKoV, bovine kobuvi-
rus; PKoV, porcine kobuvirus
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The phylogenetic analysis of sequences representing 
partial 3D regions showed that BKoV strains from Cairo 
grouped with Chinese strains while those from Sharkia clus-
tered with Korean strains. The Cairo strains shared identi-
ties of 97.8-99.9% at the nt level and 99.1-100% at the aa 
level while the two Sharkia strains shared identities of 99.9% 
and 100% at the nt and aa levels, respectively. Similarly, 
Chang et al. [6] and Candido et al. [19] stated that BKoV-3D 
sequences from the same epizootic areas grouped together 
and shared higher identities. Earlier studies have concen-
trated mostly on detection and sequencing of a smaller part 
of the BKoV-3D (RdRp) gene [21, 18, 19, 23]. The 3D genes 
are usually conserved. Thus, they are mainly used, phylo-
genetically, to discriminate BKoV from other kobuviruses 
but not to differentiate BKoV into distinct lineages [6, 26].

On the other hand, VP1 is the most exterior, immune-
determinant capsid protein in BKoV and is used for sero-
typing as it carries several neutralization domains [1, 27, 
28]. Molecular typing of the VP1 gene correlated with sero-
type specificity as strains from the same serotype tend to 
be monophyletic. This information is valuable in assigning 
taxonomic groups [29]. Until now, the observed evolution-
ary variations among different BKoV-VP1 strains have been 
studied based only on sequencing of 17 BKoV-VP1 gene 
sequences of Chinese origin. Four lineages (genotypes) were 
proposed based on phylogenetics and nt sequence identities 
(with an 85.1% cutoff value) [6]. BKoV VP1 sequences from 
Egypt belonged to lineage 1 (Genotype A), which includes 
BKoVs from Brazil, Japan (only U-1 strain), and Scotland. 
The members of genotype A shared nt identities higher than 
85.1%, validating the genotyping of Chang et al. [6]. Other 
genotypes (B, C, and D) contained BKoV-VP1 strains from 
China only, so it appears that genotype A is the most preva-
lent cluster worldwide. Also, it was noticed that some strains 
from Scotland (SC13, n = 14) formed a new group (tenta-
tively named genotype E/ lineage 5) within the phylogenetic 
tree (Fig. S2) with nt identities less than 85.1% (74.6-78% 
with genotype A, 75.7-77% with genotype B, 74.6-75.3% 
with group C, and 77.8-78.3% with genotype D), indicat-
ing the presence of other genotypes that have not yet been 
acknowledged. It was noticed that BKoV-3D sequences from 
this study showed different phylogenetic topography than 
that of VP1 sequences, suggesting different evolutionary 
histories for the structural and non-structural regions. Due 
to the limited number of BKoV-VP1 sequences in GenBank, 
the present study provides important data for future genotyp-
ing and classification of BKoV.

VP1 protein sequences from this study contained six 
non-synonymous substitutions at positions 70, 207, 248, 
258, 259, and 260 compared to reference sequences (101 
sequences in total); with one of them  (V70 to  I70) consid-
ered unique to Cairo strains (BKoV-1, BKoV-4, and BKoV-
7). Between BKoV/Egy-1/KY407744 and BKoV/U-1/

AB084788, twelve aa substitutions were observed within 
the VP1 protein (Table S1). Adaptive mutations may play 
an important role in inducing diarrheal outbreaks through 
the generation of new variants that may not be recognized 
by host immune defenses. Moreover, they may participate 
in the escape of kobuviruses from the gastrointestinal tract 
to the circulatory system [30]. The discrepancy in the phylo-
genetic topography of VP1 (Fig. 3) and 3D (Fig. 2) between 
the Cairo and Sharkia strains is likely due to differences 
in evolutionary pressure and substitution rates between 
structural (VP1) and non-structural regions (3D). However, 
recombination events in non-structural genes, including the 
3D gene, cannot be ruled out as it is common for all picor-
navirus to recombine in such regions [31]. Whole genome 
sequencing and the continued surveillance of BKoV diver-
sity are required to increase information about this virus in 
Egypt and to document genetic shift caused by recombina-
tion events.

BKoV detection and analysis of its complete genome, 
particularly the VP1 gene, are highly significant for improv-
ing our understanding of kobuvirus biology. Our findings 
further confirm that BKoV is distributed globally and that 
further epidemiological studies are needed in Egypt. The 
genetic diversity of kobuviruses and its role in NCD should 
be monitored carefully. RT-PCR and NGS approaches, 
applied in this study, should be useful in this regard.
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